Cincinnati 2020 Fall Book List

BHI 614 – Wilderness Narrative – Professor Aaron

Class materials will be prepared with commentaries. You can either acquire the JPS commentaries or the Anchor Bible Commentaries (or if you can afford it, both).

**Exodus**
ISBN: 0-385-14804-6
or
ISBN: 0-8276-0326-6

**Leviticus**
ISBN: 0-385-11434-6; 0-385-50035-1
or

**Numbers**
Baruch Levine, *Numbers 1-20* and *Numbers 21-36*, both in the Anchor Bible Series (1993 and 2000 respectively).
ISBN: 0-385-15651-0; 0-385-41256-8
or
Jacob Milgrom, *The JPS Torah Commentary: Numbers* (JPS, 1990)

**Required Reading for Graduate Students, recommended Reading for Rabbinic Students:**

**BIB 401 – Biblical Prose** – Professor Aaron

**Rabbinical Students:**

ISBN 978-0-521-70965-
Required – Stephanie Dalley. *Myths from Mesopotamia: Creation, the Flood, Gilgamesh, and Others* (Oxford University Press, 2009), all editions are acceptable. ISBN: 978–0199538362


Graduate Students:


Required – Stephanie Dalley. *Myths from Mesopotamia: Creation, the Flood, Gilgamesh, and Others* (Oxford University Press, 2009), all editions are acceptable. ISBN: 978–0199538362


Required – Wolfgang Iser. *The Act of Reading: A Theory of Aesthetic Response* (Johns Hopkins University, 1980; multiple reprintings). This is required reading for Doctoral Students (chs. 1-3); recommended for Rabbinic Students and MA Students.

**BIB 515 – Women and Gender** – Professor Christine Thomas
Contact Information – cthomas@huc.edu

**BIB 553 – Biblical Law** – Professor D. Fisher
Contact Information – dfisher@huc.edu

**BIB 615 – Dead Sea Scrolls** – Professor Kampen


**CAN 500 – Candidacy Seminar** – Professor Sarason – No Books Required

**COD 522 – Reform Responsa** – Professor Washofsky
Contact Information – mwashofsky@huc.edu

**DHL 500 – DHL Candidacy** – Professor Sarason – No Books Required
DIS 500 – Dissertation – Professor Sarason – No Books Required

HEB 402 – Reading for Meaning – TBA – No Books Required

HEB 407A / HEB 409A – Hebrew Conversation & Comprehension – Professor Katzew – No Books Required

HEB 518 – Grammar & Syntax – TBA – No Books Required

HEB 520 – Advanced Biblical Hebrew – Professor D. Fisher


HIS 402A – Jewish History Survey – Professor Grayson
Contact Information – jgrayson@huc.edu

HIS 403 – American Jewish Experience – Professor Zola


**Suggested** – The Way into the Varieties of Jewishness, 2006, Sylvia Barack Fishman, Woodstock Vermont, Jewish Lights Publishing, 
ISBN: 10: 1580233678 

**Suggested** – American Jewish Women’s History: A Reader, 2003, Pamela S. Nadell, New York, NY University Press, 
ISBN: 10: 0814758088 

**Suggested** – Women and American Judaism: Historical Perspectives, 2001, Pamela S. Nadell and Jonathan D. Sarna, Hanover: University Press of New England, 
ISBN: 10: 1584651237 
ISBN: 10: 0520248481 

**HLT 513 – Origen** – Professor Kamesar 
Contact Information – akamesar@huc.edu 

**LATN 601 – Readings in Latin** – Professor Kamesar 
Contact Information – akamesar@huc.edu 

**LIT 401 – Jew Lit – The Mahzor** – Professor Sarason 

ISBN: 9780881233124 

**Suggested** – *Divrei Mishkan HaNefesh*, 2016 ed., Goldberg, Edwin, CCAR Press, 
ISBN: 9780881232684 

ISBN: 0884822400 

ISBN: 0884821498 

**Suggested** – *Mishkan HaNefesh*, 2 vol. set, 2015 ed., CCAR, CCAR Press, 
ISBN: 97808812332080

MUS 516 – Music Yamim Noraim – Cantor Shore
Contact Information – yshore@huc.edu

PDE 401A – Worship & Ritual – Professor Shore

Required - Hamadrich The Rabbi’s Manual, Goldin, Hyman E., 1956 ed., Yeshiva University, Gail Madden’s Office


ISBN: 9780743202558

Required – *Berit Mila in the Reform Context*, Barth, Lewis M., 1990 ed., Free Gail Madden’s Office


ISBN: 0-312-18197-3

**PDE 402A – Teach Reform Ed Set** – Professor Dragul

ISBN: 0-325-00596-6


**PDE 403A – Homiletics** – Professor Thomashow – No Books Required

**PDE 404A – Human Relations I** – Professor Schwartz – No Books Required

**PDE 405A & PDE 405B – Human Relations Clinical Pastoral Education 1 & 2 (CPE)** – Professor Schwartz – No Books Required

**PDE 406 – Leadership – Skills and Theory** – Professor Joseph

Required – *Inspired Leadership*, Brown, Erica, Jewish Lights,

Required – *Strengths Based Leadership*, Rath & Conchi, Gallup Press,
ISBN: 978-1-59562-025-5, MUST BE A NEW EDITION/COPY
PDE 409A – Mayerson Fieldwork – Professor Schwartz – No Books Required

PDE 411A – Senior Sermon & Review – Dean Hecht – No Books Required

PDE 525A & PDE 525B – Advanced Clinical Pastoral Education 1 & 2 (CPE) – Professor Schwartz – No Books Required

PDE 592 – ST: Rabbi as Communicator – Professor Terlinchamp
   Contact Information – mterlinchamp@huc.edu

PHI 401 – Medieval Jewish Philosophy – Professor Rechnitzer
   Contact Information – hrechnitzer@huc.edu

RAB 401 – Intro Rab Literature – Professor Kalman – No Books Required

RAB 511 – Mussar – Professor Katzew

   ISBN :1-58330-432-0

Required – The Mussar Torah Commentary, Rabbi Barry Block, editor. CCAR Press, 2020 edition,
   ISBN: 978-0-88123-354-4

Required – Path of the Just, 2004 ed., Moshe Hayyim Luzzatto, Feldheim Publishing,

   ISBN: 02-5371268

   ISBN: 978-1-59030-810-3

Required – Changing the World from the Inside Out, 2016 ed., David Jaffe, Trumpeter Publishing,
   ISBN: 978-1-61180-355-0

Suggested – With Heart in Mind, 2014 ed., Alan Morinis, Trumpeter,
   ISBN: 978-1-61180-152-1

RTE 590 – Spiritual Direction – Dean Hecht – No Books Required
TAL 401 – Intro Talmudic Lit – Professor Washofsky


**Suggested** – *Introduction to the Talmud*, 2016 ed., Mielziner, Moses, Create Space Independent Publishing Platform,

**Suggested** – *Practical Talmud Dictionary*, 2016 ed., Frank, Yitzhak, Maggid,


THE 524 – Hassidism – Professor Rechnitzer
Contact Information – hrechnitzer@huc.edu

THS 500A – Senior Seminar/Thesis – Dean Hecht
Contact Information – jhecht@huc.edu